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Abstract
We are witnessing the rapidly growing popularity and activity in the use of networking models and solutions for solving problems 
in many specific areas. As a universal approach, networking can be also used for solving complex problems simultaneously 
covering very different domains. The main goal of this book is to investigate and propose universal networking techniques and 
solutions that could simultaneously cover different areas for finding united solutions, using for this patented and revealed in 
previous books and publications Spatial Grasp Model and Technology (SGT). The book will review, analyze, and classify the 
current use of networks in many physical, virtual, and mental areas, psychological and psychiatric including. It will provide a 
brief summary on SGT and its main features, details of Spatial Grasp Language (SGL) and its networked implementation, which 
can operate without any central resources and cover arbitrary large areas. Then will describe fundamental network operations 
under SGT which can be performed in parallel and fully distributed mode, also propose efficient solutions for one of the most 
important features of graphs and networks called Centrality and its different variants in SGL. It will show examples of unique high 
level networking solutions in the combined worlds obtained by the results of this book, also propose spatial solutions with active 
networking patterns, in both pattern matching and recognition mode, representing SGL as a real pattern language. The book will 
also include a special chapter on the latest works using SGT for modeling organoids and organoid cultures, which are extremely 
important in medicine and brain research. The book’s results confirm efficiency of SGT in development of networking methods for 
solving complex problems in combined distributed systems. The investigated network processing paradigm, traditionally having 
simple implementation, allows us to directly operate in physical, virtual and mental spaces in a clear and compact mode, radically 
differing from traditional algorithmic thinking and methods. Refs: “Spatial Grasp” in www.google.com, Research Gate: https://
www.researchgate.net/scientific-contributions/Peter-Simon-Sapaty-70005622
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Chapter 1: Introduction
There is rapidly growing popularity of the use of networking 
models and solutions for solving problems in specific areas. As a 
universal approach, networking can be potentially used in a much 
broader sense, for solving complex problems simultaneously 
covering physical, virtual, and mental (psychological) domains. 
The main goal of this book is to investigate and propose 
extended networking techniques that could simultaneously 
cover different areas for important united solutions, using the 
patented and revealed in previous books and publications Spatial 
Grasp Model and Technology. The chapter will include a brief 
summary on the following chapters together with references on 
existing publications in the similar fields.

Chapter2: The Use of Networks in Physical, Virtual, 
and Mental Domains
It reviews, analyzes, and classifies existing publications on 
the use of networks in different areas, like traffic networks, 
battle networks, economic networks, virtual networks, and 
psychological networks, where the latter have emerged as a very 

popular method for studying mental deceases. For example, 
psychopathology networks consist of symptoms of mental 
disorders (nodes) and the connections between those aspects 
(edges). Works on network centrality issues for finding most 
important nodes that can influence behavior and value of the 
whole network are investigated too, covering centrality in social 
networks, centrality transport and underground networks, and 
centrality in psychological networks.

Chapter 3: Spatial Grasp Technology (Sgt) and its Main 
Features
Having more than half-century history and experience of 
distributed computer networking, this recursive super-virus 
model and technology, which is self-evolving, self-migrating, 
and self-matching in distributed environments (as symbolically 
in Fig. 1), will be briefed and explained, including its used 
applications in different areas and countries. It can dynamically 
establish and keep superior vision and power over any 
centralized and distributed systems, at the same time being fully 
independent of their organizations and networked structures, but 
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rather creating, supervising and modifying them if needed.

Fig. 1. Parallel wavelike world coverage with Spatial Grasp 
Model.

Chapter 4: Spatial Grasp Language (SGL)
It provides complete Spatial Grasp Language details which 
may be particularly useful for proper understanding of practical 
examples in the subsequent chapters. The chapter describes 
different types of SGL constants and variables with their 
semantics, spatial distribution and movement, also provides 
full repertoire of SGL rules with their semantics and practical 
use, which include type, usage, movement, creation, echoing, 
verification, assignment, advancement, branching, transference, 
exchange, timing, qualification, and grasping. Elementary 
examples of programming in SGL are provided too, along with 
its full syntax and mostly used constructs.

Chapter 5: Networked Sgl Implementation
Explains how SGT can be implemented with communicating 
SGL interpreter copies potentially numbering millions to 
billions, which can be easily embedded into any existing 
systems, Internet including, representing altogether powerful 
spatial engines capable of solving any problems in terrestrial 
and celestial environments. As both backbone and nerve system 
of the distributed interpreter, its self-optimizing Spatial Track 
System supports hierarchical command and control as well as 
remote data and code access. It also supervises spatial variables 
and merges distributed control states used for decisions at higher 
organizational levels. Distributed SGL interpretation networks 
can effectively operate without any central control.

Chapter 6: Basic Network Operations in Different 
Worlds Under Sgt
It presents detailed solutions for network creation, network 
modification, network recovery, finding different paths, shortest 
path trees and shortest paths, cliques, articulation points, etc., 
also proper graph images. Shows how to support network 
integrity, provide the global network awareness, collect network 
statistics, also find and collect proper network parts and create 
similar ones in other spaces. The investigated networks can be 

physical, virtual of combined, having both addresses and physical 
coordinates, also hierarchical. Links may have any weights, and 
both links and nodes may have any additional contents. The 
created networks can be active, can exist as autonomous systems 
self-evolving is space. All presented network solutions are fully 
distributed and parallel, with networks potentially covering any 
terrestrial and celestial areas.

Chapter 7: Expressing and Solving Network Centrality 
Solutions in Sgl
It investigates, evaluates, and models one of the most important 
features of graphs and networks called Centrality, with its 
variants Degree Centrality, Closeness Centrality, Betweenness 
Centrality, and Eigen Vector Centrality. Detailed, very efficient 
and extremely compact SGL scenarios for solving these 
centrality problems on the chosen network topology are provided 
and discussed, being highly parallel and fully distributed. They 
can operate on arbitrary complex and large networks, which 
can evolve in time and space and cover the whole countries 
or even the universe, and without any centralized resources, 
taking into account the practical availability of networked SGT 
implementation in any distributed environments.

Chapter 8: Examples of Holistic Networking Solutions 
in the Combined Worlds
Practical cases will be investigated with integration of different 
types of networks into a super-network operating as an 
integral whole under SGT and capable of providing solutions 
unachievable by separate networks or their mere collection. 
This will include: (1) Physical network, reflecting transport, 
economic, or/and military networks; (2) Virtual network, 
representing distributed and interlinked information, which 
may have common nodes with 1; (3) Social network, matching 
organization of a society, may have common nodes with 1, 2; 
(4) Mental, psychological or psychiatric network, revealing 
moral problems, feelings and opinions, with nodes and links in 
brains of individuals or between them, also as noticed and fixed 
symptoms of their behavior (may intersect with 1, 2, 3).

Chapter 9: Active Spatial Patterns in Sgl Versus 
Traditional Algorithms
Pattern is everything around us; it can represent world’s 
regularity, human-made design, a model, plan or diagram, 
standard way of modeling, acting and thinking, a distinctive 
style or form, a combination of qualities and tendencies, 
etc. The chapter will investigate how SGL can create active 
networking patterns for solving diverse problems, with practical 
solutions for spatial pattern recognition and pattern matching in 
distributed networks. SGT, based on pattern-like scenarios can 
be considered as a contribution to patterns theory, and SGL as a 
real pattern language. This spatial pattern style radically differs, 
both mentally and mathematically, from traditional meanings of 
algorithm as a finite sequence of instructions for solving specific 

problems or performing computation.
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Chapter 10: Spatial Networks as Models for Organoid 
Cultures and Brain Research
This is a special chapter describing the use of the developed 
spatial grasp paradigm for creating and supporting dynamic, 
active, self-growing and self-modifying spatial networks 
effectively modeling organoids and organoid cultures, which are 
extremely important in medicine, fighting diseases, and brain 
research. It first analyses and classifies many organoid-related 
publications and then shows practical contributions of the book 
in this area, which can be used in vitro-style mode but with 
reduction of complex and lengthy physical experiments.

Chapter 11: Conclusions
The results of this book confirm efficiency of SGT in development 
of networking methods for solving complex problems within 
combined distributed systems. The paradigm allows us directly 
move and operate in physical, virtual and mental spaces by 
clear and compact mode, radically differing from traditional 
algorithmic thinking. It symbolically creates holistic networking 
“creatures” which are self-evolving, self- propagating, and self-
matching the distributed worlds. The latest version of SGL can 
be implemented by a group of system programmers, even in 
university environments, as was done for the previous versions in 
different countries. Future plans of this work include application 
of SGT and SGL for extended network- based systems, in 
psychology and psychiatry including.
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